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Your gift to the BA 
As we enter our second century, we 
thank you for joining with us to preserve 
the original purpose of the Benevolent 
Association, to rightly care for this 
refuge, and to support the holy work of 
Christian Science nursing. Your gift to 
the BA’s general fund supports this work, 
and will also help us complete some of 
our winter and spring projects. We are 
beginning studies on all of our buildings, 
which will enable us to further prioritize 
restoration and repair. We look forward to 
sharing our progress. Your loving embrace 
of the BA and those we serve is deeply 
appreciated.



Winter & Spring Projects

Motorized reclining 
patient chairs

2 Chairs at  $1,800

Total cost: $3,600

These dual-motor reclining chairs allow for maximum 
comfort and safety for the patient.

Window and door 
shades for patient 
rooms

18 patient rooms on the 
Garden Level at $1,300 for each room

Total cost: $23,400

The window and door shades in our patient rooms are 
now 17 years old and worn out from daily use. This 
would allow us to replace and update all of the shades 
on the Garden Level.

Carpeting in patient 
rooms

18 patient rooms at $1,900 
per room

Total cost: $34,200

The original carpet in the patient rooms on the Garden 
Level will be replaced with carpet tiles that can be 
changed out without replacing the entire carpet  
in a room.
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Two specialty  
mattresses for  
patient beds
Total Cost: $7,600

These mattresses better meet individual needs  
of patients that are receiving their care in bed.

Patient lifter
Total cost: $8,400

A patient lifter is used to ensure the 
safety and comfort of a patient that 
is being transferred, for example, from 

their bed to a chair. It also helps ensure the safety  
of the Christian Science nurses.

VAV (Variable Air  
Volume) system 
Total cost: $20,000

This would replace 9 VAV’s in the Christian Science 
Nursing Building to be restored to the original air  
circulation design specifications.

Replace smoke  
detectors with 
programmable units
Total cost: $10,000

Smoke detectors on the third floor east wing of the  
Original Building will be replaced with updated  
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programmable units like the ones throughout the  
rest of the building. The new units will show as specific  
locations on the building’s annunciator panel. 

Fire sprinkler 
upgrades

Total cost: $8,000

There are several areas in the 
Original Building that need upgraded sprinkler 
equipment such as the furniture storage room 
in the basement.

Commercial kitchen 
floor tile re-grouting
Total cost: $7,000

The tiles in our century old  
commercial kitchen are in need of re-grouting. This  
will prevent water penetration and increase the lifespan 
of the tiles that are now in place. 

Dining Room  
roof leak repair
Total cost: $20,000

The flat roof above the Dining 
Room needs substantial repair to stop multiple leaks  
to the area below it. 



Commercial kitchen 
disposal unit
Total cost: $5,000

We need to replace our commercial 
kitchen disposal in the Original 

Building. This commercial unit is substantially larger 
and more powerful than a home disposal.

119-gallon domestic 
hot water heater
Total cost: $8,000

This is one of three hot water 
heaters for the Original Building 

and there is a complex system tying the three together.

Ford dump truck bed 
replacement

Total cost: $7,000

Our flatbed dump truck is used 
continuously throughout the year 

on our campus. The truck bed has completely rusted 
and needs to be replaced. The truck has many more 
years of useful service. 
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For more information, please contact 
Jennie Christensen at 1-800-662-9937 or 

jchristensen@chbenevolent.org

910 Boylston Street  Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 
910 BOYLSTON STREET    CHESTNUT HILL, MA 02467-2400


